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ALFA President’s Notes
Thank you, Fitchburg State University,
the ALFA Board, all of our wonderful instructors and the
members of ALFA for another successful year. The Curriculum Committee listened to your suggestions and
scheduled more than 80 classes this academic year, four
of them free. Looking ahead to this Fall, Elaine Page,
chair of Special Events, has assured me
the trip to Salem will have two buses if
there is sufficient demand. Hurrah!!
The ALFA Grand Finale in
April was a well-attended, fun-packed
day: a world music concert offered by
the Shirley Pick Spring Series, “The
World of Bees” presented by Food for
Thought, and a luncheon and the first
show of work by ALFA artists. This
year we also added a Winterlude during
the January break. We hope we can repeat this very successful event next year. We are fortunate that we can still
offer these programs at no cost to our audience.
The Publicity Committee surveyed ALFAs to
see how we are doing and where we need to improve.
Thank you to all who responded online or on paper.
We have been trying very hard to keep everyone
informed about what is happening in ALFA. We have had

MARK YOUR CALENDAR






Sept. 27. Food for Thought. “CASA: Court-appointed Advocates.” 2:30 p.m. Hammond Hall.
Oct. 10. Fall Special Events trip. House of the Seven Gables
and Peabody/Essex Museum in Salem. Lunch at the Finz
Seafood and Grill. Bus departs at 8 a.m. from Mall at Whitney Field.
Oct. 25. Food for Thought. “Benefits of Meditation” with Helen Rainoff. 2:30 p.m. Hammond Hall.
Jan. 1. Winter Special Events trip. JFK Library and Museum and The Commonwealth Museum in Boston. Lunch at
The Chateau Restaurant in Waltham. Bus departs at
7:30 a.m. from the Mall at Whitney Field.

the ALFA-Bits since almost the beginning to let us
know about the classes that were taken and the instructors that gave them. George French has taken over as
Editor and has carried on with the structure and integrity of the paper intact. Thank you, George. Dani Langdon, from the Center for Professional Studies, has been
sending out occasional “E-lerts” to remind ALFAs of
coming events. She has also put us on Facebook, so
look us up and give us a “like.” Carol DeCarolis has
been busy on publicity and has instituted a periodic
online newsletter, ALFA-Bytes, to let everyone know
what is happening and what is coming up.
I want to thank Dr. Lisa Moison, Dani Langdon, Diane Thibodeau, and Sara Ringquist, who hold
us all together throughout the year and keep us in the
Fitchburg State University loop.
This year ALFA received a grant and started
Bridges Together, an intergenerational learning program that brings together ALFAs and pupils at McKay
Arts Academy. Both age groups reaped the rewards of
learning across the two generations
As you can see, ALFA has been very busy this
year. We hope that you like what we are doing and will
spread the word to neighbors and friends. Have a great
summer.

Linda Kennedy
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ALFA NEWS

Art and Learning for All
The Fitchburg Art Museum (FAM) and Fitchburg State
University (FSU) entered into a cooperative agreement in 2015
that benefits both institutions. As a result, ALFA gets the best of
both organizations.
Did you know FAM is gaining both regional and national recognition for the quality of the art it exhibits, the ways it engages communities, and the individual and institutional collaborations it sponsors? It was a finalist for the National Medal for Museum and Library Service in recognition of its community-focused
and collaborative programs, including its partnership with FSU. It
might be called the fabulous, friendly, or functional art museum
— and your FSU One Card admits you free!
The museum has opened its facilities to ALFA classes
by temporarily transforming its Ansin Gallery into a classroom for
our use and providing instructors for arts-related classes. ALFAs
have filled those arts classes and clamored for more. FAM agreed
and is currently exploring new ALFA offerings.
Because of this unique agreement the university goes to
the museum and the museum comes to the university. Functioning
as the gallery of the university, FAM hosted an extensive exhibit
of works by FSU faculty member Jeff Warmouth. Museum director Nick Capasso brought his passion and expertise to campus
to hang and educate the university community to the spectacular
work of Lalla Essaydi. Both exhibits engaged ALFAs and exposed them to new artistic visions.
Lucky us to share in this collaboration and be a vital part
of a program that transcends ages, languages, and learning stereotypes! This is art and education for all, happening now, and
you’re a part of it.
By Joyce Ayadi Hinckley

ALFA Weather Policy
When Fitchburg State University
cancels classes or has a delayed opening, no ALFA classes will be held on that
day. This inclement-weather policy applies to
all classes, both on the FSU campus and
at remote locations such as the Fitchburg Art
Museum or Wachusett Meadow Wildlife Sanctuary. The policy was adopted to minimize confusion about ALFA class cancellations.

On the Road With ALFA
Trips planned by ALFA’s Special Events Committee,
always popular, should be of special interest to history buffs
this Fall and Winter, from Salem’s Puritan and maritime past to
the American Revolution and Camelot.
Columbus Day Salem Trip. On Monday, Oct. 10,
come spend a special day in Salem surrounded by the nation’s
early history.
In the morning we will visit the House of the Seven
Gables, one of the most famous structures in America. We will
learn about the life and literary legacy
of Nathaniel Hawthorne, author of The
Special Events
Scarlet Letter and The House of the
Seven Gables. We will discover the secret staircase, stroll the
three-seasons garden, and visit Hawthorne’s birth house, also
located on the property. Lunch will be at Finz Seafood and Grill
on Pickering Wharf, Salem’s quaint harbor-side village.
Our afternoon will be spent at the Peabody/Essex Museum, considered by many to be among the top 20 U.S. art museums. It has the finest collection of American maritime and
Asian art anywhere, comprising 1.3 million pieces.
Bus departs at 8 a.m. from the Mall at Whitney Field.
Return is 5:30 p.m. Cost, including lunch, is $75. Seating is
limited to 100 registrations. Some walking and stairs involved.
No refunds unless the trip is canceled. — Elaine Page
JFK and Commonwealth Museums. Our ALFA
2017 Winter trip on Thursday, Jan. 12, will take us to the John
F. Kennedy Library and The Commonwealth Museum, both
situated at Columbia Point in Boston.
The JFK museum portrays the life, leadership, and
legacy of President Kennedy through interactive displays, original artifacts, and exhibits of the 1960 campaign.
The Commonwealth Museum nearby consists of a self
-guided tour covering the Massachusetts government during the
Colonial, Revolutionary, and Federal periods.
After these visits we will board the bus for lunch at
The Chateau Restaurant in Waltham. Bus departs at 7:30 a.m.
from the Mall at Whitney Field in Leominster and returns at 4
p.m. Cost, including lunch, is $54 per person. Seating limited to
56 persons. No refunds unless trip canceled. — Nancy Turner

French Named ALFA-Bits Editor

The ALFA Executive Board has named George
French editor of the ALFA-Bits newsletter. Longtime General
Editor Bruce Goyette resigned in November prior to undergoing eye surgery last
winter.
George, Fitchburg State Class of
1966, taught English at Nashoba Regional
High School before joining the Worcester
How to Get Involved
Telegram & Gazette in 1970. He was a
general-assignment reporter in the T&G’s
This ALFA newsletter and all of the components
Fitchburg and Gardner news bureaus beof this popular program could not function without the asfore transferring to The Evening Gazette
sistance of volunteers. If you wish to help, please contact
Helen Purcell photo
staff in Worcester. Later, while a copy edithe ALFA office at (978) 665-3706. To submit an article,
tor at The Gazette, he also wrote restaurant reviews and a longreview, artwork, or poem for publication in ALFA-Bits,
running column on the region’s art scene. He joined the T&G
please send it to geo.r.french@gmail.com or contact
Editorial Board in 1985 and was named Editor of the Editorial
George French at (978) 345-6553.
Pages in 2000. He retired in 2009.
Editor, George French
Among other retirement pursuits, George has taken a
Associate Editor, Gil Tremblay
variety
of
ALFA courses and serves on the Executive Board.
Writers, Joyce Ayadi Hinkley, Joanne Huse
He has been an associate editor of ALFA-Bits and a regular
Photographers, Joanne Schreiner, Jon Jones
contributor of course reviews and photographs.
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This Fall, a Course for Every Interest

ALFAs inspect Grecian urns and (below) Roman coins.

Poetry, Art in Cambridge Trip
ALFA’s January trip brought us to two of Cambridge’s cultural high points.
The stately Longfellow House mansion provides an
intimate glimpse of the lifestyle of the era’s rich and famous.
The mansion was a wedding gift in 1843 from textile magnate
Nathan Appleton to his daughter, Fanny, and Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. The furnishings and
Harvard Museums, family portraits illuminate the
heady intellectual and social life
Longfellow House
of a poet who was immensely
popular in his own time.
Nearby are the Harvard Art Museums. The university’s three venerable museums were melded recently in an upcycled, state-of-the-art building
at 32 Quincy St. Happily, traces
of the charming eccentricity of
the old museums remain. On
view are outstanding examples
of Classical, European, African,
and Asian art — cheek by jowl
with X-rated Grecian urns, prehistoric fetish objects, and other
such arcane delights.
I did cringe at some of
the contemporary “art.” (A utility sink sprouting baby legs?
Please.) Elsewhere, excellence
reigned: a fabulous Rembrandt
portrait, sublime ancient funerary art, a fine Franz Klein abstract, a wealth of Impressionist and 20 th century art, and much
more.
A return trip is definitely on my agenda.
Story, Photos by George French

Help Wanted!
The Food For Thought Committee is looking for a
few new members. We brainstorm on program topics and
speakers, and then we arrange and run four programs per academic year. We have committee meetings monthly in the fall,
take a break in the Winter, and then meet a few times in the
Spring.
If you'd like to join our committee or attend one of
our planning meetings, please contact Emily Norton at
willardbrookfriend@yahoo.com or 978-597-3553.
--Emily Norton

Twain in the Rain
To quote Mark Twain: “If you don’t like the weather
in New England, wait a few minutes.” Despite a cold, rainy
day, 54 ALFA members traveled to this famous author’s mansion in Hartford on May 2. Organizers provided ample time for
visitors to tour both the home and museum and then, as the
weather cleared, to travel to Union Station for a delicious
lunch at Hot Tomatoes Ristorante.
Mark Twain House
The 45,000-square-foot
museum provided historical context for touring the mansion. It featured a theater showing a
Ken Burns mini-documentary on Samuel Clemens’ life. It was
interesting to note the contrast between his hardscrabble early
years and the comfortable life he led in Hartford. A permanent
display contained information on his literary works, including
many of his more famous quotes. On the second floor, the rotating exhibition hall focused on the three daughters — Susy,
Clara, and Jean — who lived with Twain and his wife Olivia
in the mansion.
Knowledgeable docents led small groups through the
11,500-square-foot mansion built in 1873. The 25 rooms included seven bathrooms equipped with hot and cold running
water, and Twain’s private domain — the third-floor billiards
room where, in addition to entertaining guests, he wrote many
of his most famous novels.
The home was lavishly decorated, having been meticulously restored prior to the mansion’s becoming a museum.
Several elaborate pieces, including a magnificent sideboard in
the dining room and a grand mantelpiece in the library, were
located and reinstalled. Twain summed up the home nicely:
“We’ll call it ‘eclectic’ — the word describes everything that
can’t otherwise be described.”
Twain said: “To us, our house … had a heart and soul
and … we … lived in its grace.” I think we ALFA members
sensed that grace during our visit.
By Diane Putnam
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Thank You, ALFA Volunteers
An army may or may not run on its stomach (as either
Napoleon or Frederick the Great allegedly once said), but there
is no doubt that ALFA runs on the involvement and diligent
efforts of dozens of volunteers.
Class Aides take attendance, greet newcomers, deliver
ALFA alerts, assist the instructor, answer students’ questions,
call students when classes are canceled, and much more.
Class Aides for Session 3 were: Diane Rouleau, Maxine & Steve Pincott, Marie Stansel, Barbara Reynolds, Nancy
Fillip, Linda Kennedy, Harry
Semerjian, Lyn Pinsoneault,
Betty Gelinas, Mary Alice
Girling, Nancy Gates, Linda
Kennedy, Sharon Donahue,
Marie Stansel, Charles Huse,
Carol McShane, Sharon Holt,
Jane McFadden, and Diane
Putnam. Class Aides for Session 4 were: Elaine Page, Emily Norton, Marie Stansel,
Anne Seed, Nancy Turner,
Carol Gaudet, Terri Hillman,
Lynn Pinsoneault, Mary Alice
Girling, Kathy & George
French, Linda Olson, Jane McFadden, Judith Normandin, Nancy Fillip, Jean Jones, Margaret Woovis, Carol Houseman, James
Page, Gail Hoar, and Joan Longcope.
ALFA Greeters provide ALFAs with parking information, directions to classrooms, and other information. Session
3 Greeters were: Marie Stansel, Linda Olson, Nancy Gates, Lorna Sulin, and Jane McFadden. Session 4 Greeters were: Gail
Bloom, Linda Olson, and Nancy Fillip.
If you would like to volunteer for one of these important roles, please call Linda Olson (978) 632-5523.
By Linda Olson

Joy Contois, Inspired Teacher, Historian
Joy F. Contois, an inspired teacher of the ALFA program, died April 5. She was well-known for her numerous history-of-Fitchburg classes, including early Fitchburg, the ethnic
geographies of the Irish, French, English, and other groups in
this diverse city, famous Fitchburg citizens, and Fitchburg's
master architect, H.M. Francis, who
An Appreciation designed more than 200 homes,
churches, and office buildings. In
conjunction with the Fitchburg Historical Society, where she was the Educational Coordinator from 1995 to 2004,
she completed a total of 27 original
programs on local history.
Joy loved teaching ALFAs,
all of whom were very receptive to her
well-organized, lively classes. Many
of her ALFA classes were held at the
Fitchburg Senior Center where scores
of ALFAs and other area residents
Photo Courtesy of Jane
received free instruction.
Bernatchez
A Fitchburg State graduate,
Joy went on to earn her master's degree in Biblical Archaeology
from the Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. She was a
coauthor of both Fitchburg, Past and Present and Legendary
Locals of Fitchburg.
ALFAs will surely miss Joy and her superb teaching of
Fitchburg history.
By Bruce Goyette

ALFA Builds a Bridge
With McKay 3rd Graders

Portrait of the Artist, Evolving
On March 29 a small
group of ALFA students was treated to a captivating Food for
Thought presentation by artist and
professor, Jeff Warmouth. Jeff
shared his evolution as an artist,
showing sketches
Food For from his notebooks.
Thought
We also
watched samples of
his video works, some of which
had pure humor as their purpose,
while others had deeper messages.
Jeff Warmouth
“I was amazed by the considerable
range and depth of Jeff’s creativity.
Also, his ability in dealing with the logistics enabling the implementation of his ideas was most impressive,” said one member of the audience.
Jeff Warmouth is an FSU faculty member in the
Communications Media Department. His work has been exhibited and screened nationwide, including a recent solo show
at Fitchburg Art Museum. The presentation was the first of two
Food for Thought programs in ALFA’s Spring sessions.
By Emily Norton

The ALFA program embarked upon a new project this
year; creating an intergenerational program with the 3 rd graders
at the McKay Arts Academy. Twelve ALFA volunteers participated in a seven-week program called Bridges Together. They
met each week at McKay and participated in lessons about heritage, culture, reciprocal learning, and “How old is old?”
Approximately 70 students were involved. ALFAs
learned what it is like to be in school now, and the 3 rd graders
heard about what it was like to go to school 50 or 60 years ago.
If you are interested in volunteering in the Bridges
Together program, please email us at alfa@fitchburgstate.edu.

Survey Results Due in the Fall
The response of ALFAs to the survey sent out in
April was gratifying. The ALFA community clearly is deeply engaged in the program and eager to help the ALFA
Executive Board and its Curriculum Committee determine
how we can make the program more enjoyable for you.
The survey results, now being compiled, will be reported
in the Fall. Thanks to all who took part.
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ALFA REVIEWS

The Stories Our Buildings Tell

Gail Hoar (inset) introduces musician Randy Armstrong to an enthusiastic audience of ALFAs.

ALFA Finale Was Grand, Indeed
The Shirley Pick Spring Series/Food for Thought
Grand Finale held on April 26 was a great success, with many
ALFAs on hand for programs on world music and honeybees,
along with a luncheon and ALFA’s first art show.
Musician Randy Armstrong took us on a global voyage in music, starting off the program with an instrumental
called “Tribute” that reached across many
Grand Finale musical cultures and sounds. He displayed
virtuosic ability in playing his custommade guitar tuned like a sitar, an African kalimba, and a Lakota
flute. In one song the audience was encouraged to clap in
rhythm while in another song we repeated words that all translated to “peace.”
After the luncheon and art show Gail Allo guided us
into the fascinating world of honeybees, explaining the importance of bees in the
world’s ability to feed itself and the hazards, natural and human-caused, that
threaten honeybees.
We learned that
bees are not predatory, and
only sting as a last resort.
They are vegetarians, unlike meat-eating wasps and
yellow-jackets, so it’s important for humans to
know the difference.
We also learned
the important role bees
historically have played in
the human diet, starting
Gail Allo explains how threats to bees’ with the ancient Egyptians
wellbeing threaten humans as well.
who were the first to figure
out how to harvest honey
without destroying the hives.
The Worcester County Beekeeping Association is the
oldest such group in the U.S., Gail told us, and welcomes prospective beekeepers.
By Joanne Huse, George French photos
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Anyone who takes the Historic Architecture of New
England course will, upon completion, be far more cognizant
of structures around you.
We began looking at Colonial-era buildings and
traveled through the Victorian era into the mid-20th century.
Instructor Nicholas Langhart, a professor and architect, produced hundreds of pictorial
Historic Architecture examples, such as North Station prior to the Boston GarOf New England
den. Many of the buildings
are sure to be recognizable to anyone who has traveled
throughout New England. Professor Langhart illustrated
many of H.H. Richardson’s designs, including Trinity
Church and others of the “Richardson Romanesque” style.
In years past, as a hobby, I visited many historical
homes in New England. Information was provided at each
home about the prominent family who lived there along with
details about each home style. I now have a greater understanding about the architecture of that particular period.
If you are a history enthusiast or like building construction or engineering, this is a course worth taking.
Whether you live in a small town in Central Massachusetts
or a large city, there surely are many architectural treasures
around you! Don’t miss out on learning more about this.
By Joyce Bourque

ALFAs create while Laurie Bebick circulates.

Pencil Pushing the Fun Way
The title of the class — “Not Your Kids’ Crayons: Exploring Today’s Colored Pencils” — was intriguing enough that 15
would-be artists signed up for Laurie Bebick’s class. With a certificate in Natural Science Illustration from the Rhode Island School
of Design, Laurie proved a capable teacher.
Using the basics of 24 colored pencils, paper, and an eraser, we progressed from creating value from
Not Your
pressure and a variety of
Kids’ Crayons strokes through color
theory to the execution of
a final project.
The classes were well-organized: A
lively lecture/discussion of the topic to be covered in class, along with detailed handouts, was
followed by a brief demonstration. Then we
“created” while Laurie circulated, offering enLaurie Bebick
couragement and mentoring to individuals.
Since we all had little to no experience
using this medium, we developed a lively camaraderie while comparing our techniques and art. Those red, yellow, and green peppers did not daunt us in the least!
The class was so enjoyable that we convinced Laurie to
offer a class on drawing botanicals (although we just called them
flowers!).
By Diane Putnam, Joanne Schreiner photos

Sustainability, Stewardship, Science
The environmental issues class of January and February, taught by Emily Norton, should be taken by all who care
about what is happening to our country and our planet.
We viewed Al Gore’s movie “An Inconvenient
Truth,” which received an Oscar several years ago, as well as
“Gasland II.” “An Inconvenient Truth” discussed the ongoing
climate change, which is warming our waters and melting the
Environmental
Themes and Issues icebergs. “Gasland II” showed
the consequences of “fracking”
for natural gas, resulting in pollution of the drinking water in
several areas of our country.
Emily discussed her
involvement in the protests
against the building of the
Kinder Morgan natural gas
pipeline proposed for Southern
New England from Canada.
She is one of many who feel
that another pipeline is not
needed and could cause problems in our area.
We came out of the class much more aware of how
our individual actions can affect our environment and that we
should all try to do our best to save our planet for our children
and future generations.
By Carolyn Kilpatrick

Do You Have an Idea for an ALFA class?
We welcome your suggestions about how we
can make ALFA even more responsive to your interests and needs.
If you have ideas for new courses or programs, contact the ALFA Office, (978) 665-3706.

ALFAS delved deeply into political, social conflict in a war-torn nation

Passionate for a Cause
I Am Malala, the story of a Pakistani girl who stood up
for girls’ education and was shot by the Taliban, was the focus
of this book discussion group. Seventeen readers under the facilitation of Dr. Lisa Moison delved deeply into the social, political, cultural, and religious aspects of Malala Yousafzai’s story.
Dr. Moison used creative techniques to enhance our
reading material, for starters having
I Am Malala Book every student write an acrostic poem
Discussion Group to define himself or herself — just
as Malala’s parents used her name to
define her and her future aspirations.
Using YouTube and other social
media, we witnessed Malala speaking. Focusing on her speeches, we debated whether
she was communicating her own ideas and
words or those of her father, a Pakistani
activist and the founder of the independent
Khushal school for boys and girls.
We related photographs taken in
war-torn Pakistan to our lives, thoughts Dr. Lisa Moison
about Malala, and the war against the Taliban. Video media, poignant questioning, and photographs
helped us to delve deeper into the world of radicalized Islamists
and to relate what we saw, read, and heard to our lives and ourselves.
By Maxine Pincott, Joanne Schreiner photos

Color Me Surprised
“Expected the unexpected!” “It feels like being a kid
again!” “Every piece is a new surprise!”
These are typical exclamations heard in the new
class offered this past winter session by artist Ann-Marie La
Bollita. Ann-Marie took novices, as well as some with experience, on a discovery journey in the science and art of fabric
dyeing. We learned how to make
Beginner’s Guide
dyes, to mix colors to create new
To Fabric Dyeing
shades and colors, and to dye different types of fabric.
One of our most intriguing projects was stacking
pieces of fabric in a dye mixture. Due to the different positioning and timing, each piece of fabric came out a very different shade from the others. We created a beautiful parfait of
three colors. Some students made wall hangings with our
dyed pieces of fabric while others planned to use them in their
next quilts.
If you need more color in your life during our New
England winters where nature affords us only grays, browns,
whites, and touches of green, take Fabric Dyeing to create and

Fabric dyeing is part artistic, part
scientific.
feast upon luscious shades of purple, yellow, green, and turquoise, to mention only a few, and enjoy a colorful winter.
By Carol Swerzenski, Linda Kennedy photos
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No TV Dinners for These TV Foodies

Dr. Sewright makes a point, and ALFAs diligently take note.

A Genius Who Made the Old New
Did you know that Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” was
played at the fall of the Berlin wall? Dr. Kathleen Sewright
walked us through the structure and meaning of this and other
Beethoven masterpieces, leading us to a
greater appreciation and understanding
of his music. Kathy shared information
about
this
great
comBeethoven
poser’s life,
Astride Two Eras
his struggles,
and his time.
She also placed Beethoven in
the historical progression of composers
from Classical to Romantic, and treated
us to some of Mozart’s and Haydn’s Dr. Sewright
influential works along the way. She
described how innovative Beethoven was as he manipulated
earlier forms and added new ideas to create his evocative sonatas, symphonies, and other works.
Her classes were a good mix of lively lecture, music,
and discussion. Wunderbar!
By Lorna Sulin, George French photos

No Snow? Look for Tracks in the Mud
This is a great course, presented by a very knowledgeable instructor.
Joe Choiniere, Central Sanctuaries Property Manager
of the Massachusetts Audubon Society, really knows his nature.
That makes for a very interesting course in which you will learn
much about the behavior of animals in their winter conditions.
The winter tracking course, held
Winter Wildlife at the Wachusett Meadow Wildlife Sanctuary in Princeton, is naturally weather
Tracking
dependent, and this year there was very
little snow. That made finding animal tracks and signs difficult,
but even without snow it was an interesting course. We often
were looking for tracks in mud and even went in pursuit of porcupine hideouts!
Joe takes on all questions and can thoroughly explain
the things we see in nature. He is extremely familiar with the
sanctuary and with the creatures that dwell there or travel
through the area.
I will be taking the course again next year and hoping
the weather will be more supportive!
By Tom Nevins

Once again we found ourselves enjoying mouthwatering
temptations from the ALFA kitchen. Our inspiring chefs in two
separate divisions of this popular course regaled us with stories
and recipes from their own TV chefs' inspirations.
Chef Bruce Goyette chose the late James Beard, a brilliant chef, author of 20 cookbooks, and the first TV cook in 1946
with his show, “I Love to Eat.” The Beard
Cooks From TV Foundation, started by Julia Child, has
presented the Best Chef Award annually
since Beard's death in 1985. Bruce started with hot apple soup
with mushrooms, and soon delectable smells surrounded us.
Bruce was channeling James Beard
himself as he walked us through
making pea salad and Alaskan crab
dip, toasted corned beef sandwiches, and a delightful red velvet cake.
Next Chef Kathy Flynn
chose TV chef Giada de Laurentiis,
famous for her simple, yet classic
fresh flavors. Kathy began with an
appetizing ribollita soup of fresh
vegetables and beans. Then she
showed us the secrets of Venetian
rolled pizza (scrumptious sausage, Walter Kondig and Bruce
artichoke, and tomato, a dish one Goyette get wiggy.
would see at my Easter dinner), Italian greens and herb salad, and a delicious raspberry almond tart.
Chef Kathy also demonstrated some (new to me) products like a
lemon zester and tomato paste in a tube.
Chef Odette Harvey’s inspiration was Ina Garten, the
Barefoot Contessa, whose TV shows have inspired millions of
viewers. After college, Ina worked in the budget office of the
White House, earned her pilot's license, and read cookbooks by
Julia Child to learn cooking, as she never attended any culinary
school. Odette, who had an exciting career of managing a 450bed hospital’s kitchen, opened with delectable parmesan chive
smashed potatoes (ALFAs went home to make another tray of the
prize-winning
potatoes), and Spanish tapas
peppers, followed by a
cheddar dill cornbread,
herbed-baked eggs, and a
luscious lemon poppy
seed cake.
Chef Chris Barnacoat was inspired by
Walter Kondig and Chris Barnacoat get “The Chew,” whose
a few cooking tips from Mrs. K.
members turned making
dinner into a colorful
celebration of culinary creativity. Chris, dressed in pink shorts and
orange sneakers as his favorite member of “The Chew,” Mario
Batali, kicked off with an appealing Swiss chard and sausage frittata. Walter Kondig, portraying Clinton Kelly, assisted with a
sweet and savory brie tart. Bruce Goyette, as Michael Simon,
helped with a roasted red pepper soup, while Odette Harvey, as
Daphne Oz, assisted with roasted mushroom pate. Kathy Flynn,
as Carla Hall, helped with a delicious banana upside-down cake
with pineapple rum caramel. Chef Chris and his wife, Eileen,
talked about the live taping of “The Chew” they attended in New
York City — that is the behind-the-scenes action and character
biographies. All Chew members were authors and most owned
their own restaurants.
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By Ellie Carey, Joanne Schreiner photos

Bringing the Outdoors Indoors

Bard’s Tale Resonates in Our Time

Ikebana, the art of Japanese flower arranging,
introduces a new kind of thinking to the Western
world. The term’s possible translation is “giving life
to flowers.” Gail Allo’s class had one creating arrangements with a simpler, more disciplined form.
In the class, four different styles were studIkebana: Japanese ied — Chabana, Seika, Moribana, and Kabuwake. Since
Flower Arranging
all of these styles deal with
simplicity, naturalness, and beauty, how could we
miss? Each week we were able to learn about Japanese culture, craft an arrangement with spiritual and
cultural aspects, and had the bonus of admiring the
arrangement at home.
Even though all forms appear typically Japanese, Chabana is the simplest and most graceful, using a narrow vase and three materials to create a nonstructured design. The Seika style consists of flowers
and stalks that rise from the center of a flat container.
Moribana has more materials and is a looser arrangement. Finally, the Kabuwake (meaning divided
roots), is done in two groups, and gives the impression of plants growing along a shoreline.
The idea of Ikebana is to bring nature inside,
and since we had some wild weather this past session, it was a pleasure to enjoy the beauty and relaxation this class provided for the mind, body, and
soul.

When I enrolled in Barbara McGuirk’s course on The
Tragedy of Macbeth, I wasn’t expecting to find myself wondering if the character Claire Underwood in the Netflix hit “House
of Cards” is really based on Lady Macbeth.
Oftentimes Claire seems more ambitious
than her very ruthless husband, who will
The Tragedy stop at nothing to beOf Macbeth come president and stay
in power. In Season 4 I
wondered, will she too crack up under the
pressure of the lies and killings?
And what about disgraced financier Bernie Madoff? Like Macbeth, he calculatedly destroyed the lives of others, wearing a “false face” to deceive those who
trusted him. And like Macbeth, he eventually would be despised by his countryBarbara McGuirk
men. The list could go on and on.
I came into the class feeling like Swiss cheese, with a
huge hole where my appreciation for Shakespeare should be. I
had never “gotten” Shakespeare in school and feared I would
never be able to overcome the strange and off-putting language.
What I discovered is that with the help of a very good
teacher, Barbara McGuirk, and an annotated copy of the play,
the Bard’s timeless themes and characters can come alive. Let’s
do a comedy next time!
By Margaret Hanley, George French photo

By Lisamarie Bazzinotti

Judith Lindstedt (left) studies ALFAs’ work at the barre.

Feeling the Heat, and Loving It
Neither Snow, Nor Sleet … The course was dubbed
“ALFA Walk, Snowshoe, and Ski About,” but the dearth of crystalized
precipitation in the winter of 2016 meant walking sometimes was the
only option. No matter. The intrepid ALFA outdoors enthusiasts, and
their canine mascot Bailey, were treated to invigorating explorations of
the woodland trails of North Central Massachusetts. The perennially
popular hiking courses are led by Sally Hens and Karen McNall.
Sally Hens photo

Judith Lindstedt delivered on her promise to motivate
us by challenging muscles in new ways “to keep the body
guessing.” After seducing us with warmups while comfortably
sitting in chairs, she turned up the heat by challenging our
Fusion Mix ballet muscles standing at the barre.
Judith describes her routines as
“spiced-up.” Many of our over-30 bodies and minds felt this
heat, yet dutifully returned each week for more.
All told, we are ever so grateful for Judith’s exceptionally creative and considerate ways and look forward to
more fusion fun … and challenge, of course.
By Helena Semerjian, Jon Jones photo
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Steppin’ Out With the Ladies
(Editor’s Note: Our intrepid correspondent was the
sole male in the Session 3 Zumba class. His breathless report
follows.)
Wanna dance the night
away? I did, but in the morning.
Amy Leblanc's Zumba
class makes me feel like I'm dancing, dancing, but I'm just trying to
keep up with the women.
Why, you may ask? Because I sweat more than those who
know the steps, so I'm getting a
great workout.
Try it; you'll like it. I did.
By Harry Semerjian

Professor Teresa Fava Thomas makes a point.

Coming to America

Pool Cues — Aqua Aerobics instructor Amy Leblanc (inset)
leads ALFAs in a gentle workout consisting of cardio and muscle
toning. The course was held at the Fitchburg State University Recreation Center pool.
Joanne Schreiner photos

’S Wonderful, ’S Marvelous, Spring!
Springtime … the beginning … the rebirth of nature.
Plants and animals thirsting for water, sunlight, and warmth
now get their fill and explode into color and scent.
What is that smell? What is that bird song? Why is
that tree that color? We want to know!
Well, now we do, thanks to ALFA’s Nature in Spring
class, taught by instructor Joe Choiniere. Joe’s passion for everything outdoors and patience for
Nature in Spring
his new students added to an incredibly enjoyable environment to learn. Along with the fellowship of my ALFA peers, we slowly walked the grounds of
Princeton’s Wachusett Meadow Wildlife Sanctuary, being guided and educated with each step.
Unfortunately, some of our classes were interrupted by
inclement weather. As a matter of fact, the temperature sways
made the timing of this Spring fairly unpredictable, but Joe improvised. Using his easy manner and knowledge of New England he brought us indoors, giving us a wonderful presentation
on the importance of a springtime phenomenon called the vernal
pool.
There is too much happening in Spring to summarize
in this review. Be it novice or avid outdoorsman, there was
something for everyone to enjoy in Nature in Spring!
By David Thibodeau

The course is taught by Professor Teresa Fava Thomas,
a noted author and scholar of Italian-American History. She
gives a very interesting overview of the causes of Italian emigration, the regional differences in the migration, and the experience of Italians as they located to American communities.
Dr. Thomas effectively tells the story of how the assimilation process affected Italian
Italian-American
immigrants and how Americans
Immigration History perceived them through war and
prosperity.
Throughout the course, she related the experiences and
achievements of local families and individuals and her own
family experiences as they lived through the immigration process and made America their home.
Informative PowerPoints, excellent suggestions on how
to explore family heritage in American archives, effective
handouts, and a current bibliography that further engenders interest made each of the lectures very engaging to students. Professor Thomas gladly spent extra time answering questions and
helping those students searching the history of their ItalianAmerican relatives.
This course was excellently taught and enjoyed by all. I
hope it will be repeated soon.
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Frank A. DeSorbo, Ph.D., Jon Jones photo

Interested in Teaching an ALFA course?
Do you have a special interest
or field of expertise?
Would you like to share your knowledge with engaged
lifelong learners?
If so, contact the ALFA Office, (978) 665-3706.

Spinning Wheel Goes Round and Round
This course, taught by Francis Morrison, awakened our
curiosity about how the agrarian America of the 17 th and 18th
centuries was transformed into a major industrial power of the
19th century.
The movement of ideas and inventions from old England to New England is very interesting. The ideas and machines — both patented and origAspects of The
inal, borrowed or improved —
Industrial Revolution spread to every possible reliable
water course in New England.
Waterpower and advances in harnessing and delivering that
energy to the industrial machines is what built towns and then
cities here.
Mr. Morrison’s knowledge of
and experience with manufacturing was
a key to understanding this subject, beginning with advances in manufacturing
cloth: carding, spinning, and power
looms. The focus on Fitchburg and Lowell made it very interesting. Development of the engine lathe, one of some
500 patents registered to Fitchburg residents such as Putnam and Burleigh,
brings this home to me.
Understanding the links helps
to bring our city into focus, from the first
grist mill to all the large mills sited
along the Nashua River. The industrialFrancis Morrison
ists come to life; their plans, dreams,
and accomplishments become real.
Most important, the student is given directions for further exploration of the ideas and cities.
By Bruce Vickery, George French photo

ALFAs discuss effects of censorship on films of the 1930s.

A Golden Era on the Silver Screen
Joe Moser’s course on Depression-Era Hollywood
Films: Comedies, Tragedies, and a Few in Between once again
drew many ALFAs to view and talk about movies of an earlier era
and the impact they had on the country during this period. Joe
featured a few “pre-Code” films (“Heroes for Sale,” “Baby Face”)
made before the Hays Code went into
effect which intended to assure that
Depression-Era
all movies were made with the highHollywood Films
est moral values.
The comedies that came into
vogue in the thirties (“The Awful
Truth,” “Holiday”) adhered to the Code
but provided a sly wink to the audiences with their sharp dialogue, innuendo,
and comic performances. Stars like
Cary Grant and Katherine Hepburn
made their reputations as top Hollywood stars in the screwball movies of
the ’30s and ’40s.
Joe also focused on the directors of the day like Leo McCarey,
Howard Hawks, and Preston Sturges ,who became the first screenwriter- Joe Moser
director in Hollywood. ALFAs used Joe’s thoughtful discussion
questions as a springboard for many lively discussions. As we’ve
come to expect, Joe brought his usual energy, thorough research,
and great preparation to this extremely interesting topic.
By Joanne Huse, Jon Jones photos

It’s Music to My Eyes

Musical Globe Trotters — Recordings, videos, and
hands-on experience making sounds with exotic instruments enhanced Dr. Marjorie Ness’ World Music course. It was an authoritative survey of the sounds of the cultures of the Andes, Middle
East, Native Americans, Eastern Europe, and Asia. Dr. Ness
(above) recently retired from FSU’s Humanities Department,
where she taught Choir, Chamber Choir, Choral Conducting,
World Music, and Commonwealth of the Arts.
Jon Jones photo

I thoroughly enjoyed Jane Maguire’s class, which explored the common ground shared by art and music. Each week
there was a slide presentation of stimulating art matched with
classical musical compositions. Elements of visual arts were
incorporated therein.
Looking and Listening:
Ms. Maguire, a forArt and Music Pairings mer English department chair
and administrator in Leominster Schools, presented comprehensive background information
on the artists and composers, thereby enhancing class members’
art and musical impressions/appreciation. The diverse artists and
composers included Matisse, Monet, Georgia O’Keefe, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, and Debussy.
An extra highlight of this class was our group trip to
the Worcester Art Museum with our instructor/docent, who acted as our own private tour guide. It was wonderful!
If the course is offered again, I highly recommend it to
art and music enthusiasts.
By Sally Stone
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History Lesson: The Past Isn’t Past

Compare, Contrast, Consider

Don’t know much about history? That’s right — you
don’t because you probably took a lot of history courses wayback-when, and those history books could only give you a
glimpse of the story.
Perhaps you have always told yourself that you should
learn a bit more about this period or that event. But where and
how do you start? Thanks to the
E x p a n d i n g
courses taught by FSU Professor
American Histories
Ben Railton, you start with ALFA. In nearly every ALFA session, Ben offers a course that takes you deeper into the history
of our country and that looks at people who probably never
made it into your history textbook.
In Expanding American Histories, Ben revealed the
forgotten stories of the American Revolution, the Civil War and
Reconstruction, Suffragettes, the Cold War. He showed us the
effects of important events in our nation’s past that still resonate
with us today.
Ben also suggested further readings, treated us to poetry of the period, and helped to revive the voices of those who
did much to make this nation live up to its revolutionary promise but whose names are largely overlooked. As Faulkner said,
“The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”
By Joanne Huse

Revealing Islam's history, informing of the Qur’an's
teachings, and dispelling fears were the passionate aims of Joyce
Hinckley Ayadi and Bill Ayadi as they guided us through the fundamentals of the fastest-growing world religion. Through their
amazing research and love for the topic, they
Introduction were able to deliver a course that linked the
three Abrahamic religions, linking their simiTo Islam
larities, yet stressing their differences.
We were offered insight into etiquette and diet, family
and community life, the Articles of Faith and the Five Pillars, and
the conflict between Sunni and Shia. We were able to ask questions profusely about the role of Islam in our current global conflicts, and received illuminating answers that led us to inquire further.
This is a “must” course for inquiring minds!
By Joanne Bianco

ALFAs confront uncertainties of a technological future.

A Man, a Machine … and a Dog?

Beyond Patchwork— Quilting, directed by Alice
Welch at Brooks Pond Cottage in Leominster, is a perennially
popular course among ALFAs.
Joanne Schreiner photos

Students in Arthur Skolnik’s class experienced a mindstretching series of presentations starting with the “Big Bang”
theory of creation and human evolution. Course focus was on
the exponential progress of technology, which gives the appearance of approaching some essential “singularity” beyond which
human affairs as we know them cannot continue.
Mr. Skolnik, an architect by profesThe Future sion, is also an avid futurist. Through the use
… Or Not!
of related materials,
charts, and recently published articles, he addressed the trend towards this singularity.
Topical discussions moved class
thinking to consider a future world, where
labor as we know it may have no place in
the age of automation, a place where
“always-on” machine intelligence far exceeds the capabilities of a human brain.
According to the CEO of Autodesk: “The factory of the future will have
only two employees — a man and a dog. Arthur Skolnik
The man will be there to feed the dog. The
dog will be there to keep the man from touching the machines.”
In essence, this course forces one to confront the future
before it is upon us. If machines are capable of doing almost any
work humans can do, what will humans do?
By Maurice J. Toolin, Jon Jones photos
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ALFA — What’s It All About?
It Is to Dye For

ALFA, Adult Learning in the
Fitchburg Area, offers non-credit daytime classes and special events organized by its member-volunteers in
partnership with the professional staff
at Fitchburg State University.
In four sessions over the
course of the academic year ALFA
presents dozens of classes for a wide
variety of interests.

Fabric Dyeing was one of dozens of
ALFA courses this Spring. News,
reviews, and more photos are inside.

Among the course offerings
during the Spring 2016 sessions were:
I Am Malala Book Discussion; Winter
Wildlife Tracking; The Future … Or
Not; Aspects of the Industrial Revolution; The Tragedy of Macbeth; Expanding American Histories; Exploring Today’s Colored Pencils; Poetry of
New England; Ikebana Flower Arranging; Italian-American Immigration;
Beethoven; World Music; and more.
While some classes are held at offcampus venues, most are at the
McKay Campus.
Classes run for 90 minutes
over five weeks. We welcome your

suggestions for new courses, programs, and special events.
The idea of creating a local
adult learning program originated with
Shirley Pick and Dr. Philip Fallon.
Enthusiastic support from Dr. Robert
Antonucci, former President of FSU,
and Dr. Shirley Wagner, Associate
Vice President of Academic Affairs,
helped ensure the dream would become a reality. ALFA is directed by a
volunteer Executive Board and advised by Dr. Lisa Moison.
The community response has
been gratifying. Enrollments in Spring
2016 totaled more than 550. That included 109 first-time ALFA students
who took one or more courses, went
on an ALFA trip, or participated in our
recent Grand Finale.
Having begun with a handful
of communities, the program now
serves some 17 cities and towns. For
more information, or to be added to
ALFA’s mailing list, contact ALFA’s
Office at (978) 665-3706.

